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Goals

When you leave today ● you have learned something you didn’t know when you walked in
● you are motivated to adopt at least one pro-green change
● you are interested in learning more about climate change
problems and solutions

What do we know about Climate Change?

What is causing climate change?
Do scientist agree that climate change is caused by human
activities?
Can climate change be caused by natural processes?
When will climate change start?
What are some of the symptoms of climate change?
What are some of the barriers to addressing climate change?
What is the difference between weather and climate?
What parts of the world does climate change impact?
For more information check out:Climate Weirding with Katharine Hayhoe

What Causes Climate
Change?
Top 3 Greenhouse Gasses
CO2 (Carbon Dioxide)
Fossil Fuel Combustion
Wood Combustion
Human & Animal Respiration
Plant Decay
Volcanos

CH4 (Methane -- ie Natural Gas)
More potent than CO2
Oil Drilling
Natural Gas Drilling
Natural Gas Transportation
Human & Animal Digestion
Anaerobic (without oxygen) Plant Decay
Landfill & Waste Treatment

N2O (Nitrous Oxide)
Synthetic Fertilizer
Fuel Combustion
Waste Treatment

Climate Change Science
●

1824 Joseph Fourier began to explore the question “Why doesn’t
the planet keep heating up as it receives sunlight? What is
regulating our atmospheric temperature?

●

1862 John Tyndall discovered that certain gases, including CO2,
helped to trap heat inside the atmosphere.

●

1896 Svante Arrhenius Swedish scientist that was the first to
claim that fossil fuel combustion may eventually result in
enhanced global warming.

●

1941 Alaska’s Muir Glacier (upper right) image 1 (left)

●

1958 Atmospheric CO2 Measurement began (316ppm)

●

1988 James Hansen testifies before the US Congress that 350
ppm is the maximum concentration of CO2 that can sustain our
current ecosystem. (351ppm)

●

1992 President Bush authorized the United States to become a
founding member of the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (356 ppm)

●

1914 Alaska’s Muir Glacier (upper right) image 2(right)

●

2021 A meta-study finds 99.9% of 88,000 peer-reviewed
scientific studies agree that Humans are the primary cause of
climate change (417 ppm)

Before and after image of Alaska’s Muir Glacier. Left image taken in 1941, right
image taken in 2014 NASA

What is the relationship between CO2 and
temperature?

Are we sure we aren’t victim to natural processes? – Yes!
Solar Cycles
●

“grand solar minima” - a slight cooling

Changes in Earth’s orbit
●
●

Can cause significant climate change
Ice age projected in the next 1500 years

Volcanos
●
●

Can impact the climate
Generally short term, <20 years, cooling effect.

Plate Tectonics & Ocean Currents
●
●
●

New ocean and a new currents
Exposure of reactive rocks which absorb CO2.
Long term cooling trend

Evolutionary Change
●
●
●

New life forms can significantly alter the climate
Proto-plants and plant life captured and sequestered CO2
Several periods of rapid cooling.

Hockey Stick
We put about 43 Giga Tonnes of Co2 into the
atmosphere per year.
The ocean and plant lifeIntabsorbs
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Why 1.5°? Why 350ppm?

Observations
●
●
●
●
●

Progress in slowing climate change in
recent years
Solar and wind power are now cheaper
than coal and gas
Cost of batteries has plummeted
Governments and businesses are
investing in green energy
Not enough to claim victory but
○ an indication that action
improvements are visible
○ a motivation to do more

Climate Change in New
England
Reduced Snowfall
Reduced # cold days
Increased # hot days & high extreme
temperatures
Increase in extreme weather events
Ocean Warming & Sea Level Rise

Impact on Arctic
Sea Ice

Land Ice

Ocean Warming & Sea Level Rise

Climate Change Myths

Brought to you by Skeptical Science
Skeptical Science is a non-profit science education organization registered as a 501(c)(3) in the U.S., with the goal of raising public understanding of
climate change. This is achieved through the publication of information and resources for educators, communicators, scientists, and the general
public. A key feature of these resources is an encyclopedic list of evidence-based refutations of climate misinformation. Skeptical Science is
considered an authoritative resource by the climate scientist community for rebutting climate misinformation, and is often listed by media sources
alongside authoritative sources such as NASA and the IPCC.
The Skeptical Science community consists of a global community of volunteers. Volunteers write blog posts, maintain rebuttals, create graphics, or
author useful software tools. Furthermore, they contribute by moderating the comments sections, editing and proofreading posts, sharing information
with visitors, responding to emails, and providing technical support. Volunteers from all over the world have translated selected content into more
than 20 different languages. All of this work is done in the volunteer contributors’ spare time and everybody helps as much as time allows and where
their interests take them.
All original material published by Skeptical Science undergoes an internal peer-review process, via shared drafts of blog posts and rebuttals for
others to comment on or for collaboration in the writing. Readers can suggest changes to published rebuttals through a Google-form which are then
discussed internally and acted upon as required.

Climate Change Myths
Skeptic Argument

What the Science Says

"Climate has changed before"

Climate reacts to whatever forces it to change at the time; humans are now
thethe
dominant
Since
1980s, force.
each decade has been

Update:
More
"There is no consensus"
than
99%
"It's cooling"

warmer than the previous one, said WMO
In the last 35 years of global warming, sun and climate have been going and
in opposite
directionsto continue.” The
“this is expected
warmest seven years have all been since
the top four
being 2016, 2019,
Negative impacts of global warming on agriculture, health & environment2015;
far outweigh
any positives.
2020, and 2021. An exceptionally strong
El Niño event occurred in 2016, which
97% of climate experts agree humans are causing global warming.
contributed to record global average
warming.
The last decade 2000-2009 was the hottest on record.

"Models are unreliable"

Models successfully reproduce temperatures since 1900 globally, by land, in the air and the ocean.

"Temp record is unreliable"

The warming trend is the same in rural and urban areas, measured by thermometers and satellites.

"Animals and plants can adapt"

Global warming will cause mass extinctions of species that cannot adapt on short time scales.

"It hasn't warmed since 1998"

Every part of the Earth's climate system has continued warming since 1998, with 2015 shattering temperature
records.

"Antarctica is gaining ice"

Satellites measure Antarctica losing land ice at an accelerating rate.

"It's the sun"
"It's not bad"

What is Renewable, Clean, Green Energy?

Renewable Energy
●
●

produced from natural sources
replenish quickly or never run out

Green Energy
●
●
●

a subset of renewable energy
does not produce pollution
small environmental footprint

Fossil Fuel Energy
●
●

Clean Energy
●
●

does not produce pollution
not renewable

produces pollution
not renewable

Categorize each Type of Energy Source - Exercise
Type Energy Source
Solar

Green

Renewable

Clean

✓

Natural Gas
Wind

✓
✓

Coal
Low Impact Hydropower

Fossil Fuels

✓
✓

Biomass

✓

Clean Coal

✓

Petroleum

✓

Nuclear
Geothermal
Large Hydropower

✓
✓
✓

The Flow of US Energy Consumption by Energy Source, 2020
Total Renewable:
11.6 quadrillion Btus
(British thermal units)

Total Consumption:
35%

92.9 quadrillion Btus
(British thermal units)

US Consumption:
93 quad(rillion) Btu/year =
93,000,000,000,000,000 Btu/year
34%

Average house uses:
64 million Btu/year =
64,000,000 Btu/year
Equates to:
1.5 billion houses/year =
1,453,125,000 houses/year

12%
10%
9%

Source: US EIA, Graphic by Visual Capitalist

US Primary Energy Consumption by Energy Source, 2020
Total Consumption:

Total Renewable:

92.94 quadrillion Btus
(British thermal units)

11.59 quadrillion Btus
(British thermal units)
20%
(2021)

US Consumption:
93 quad(rillion) Btu/year =
93,000,000,000,000,000 Btu/year
Average house uses:
64 million Btu/year =
64,000,000 Btu/year
Equates to:
1.5 billion houses/year =
1,453,125,000 houses/year

Electrification - a Strategy
What is it?
The process of powering by electricity and the
introduction of electric power by changing over
from an earlier power source. Leverages new
(and existing) technologies.

Benefits
●
●
●
●

Electrification

Reduce carbon emissions - green generation/ green consumption
Lower cost
Higher efficiency
Used across industries (heating and cooling residential and
commercial buildings, transportation, and industrial)

Electrification Technologies for Green Energy
(Distributed Energy Generation - DER)

DERs (Distributed Energy Resources)
●
●
●
●

●
●

Solar panels (PVs)
Wind Turbines
Heat Pumps (Air & Ground Source)
Storage
○ (Industrial) Batteries
○ Electric Vehicles
(Batteries on wheels)
Green Hydrogen
BioMass technologies (various)

Advantages
●
●

●
●

Improved reliability
○ No single point of failure
Efficient
○ closer to consumer - lower
transmission loss
○ production and consumption
Lower Cost
Can be combined
○ Microgrid (small local)
○ Integrated with Macrogrid

Green Heating & Cooling Technologies
Technologies
1. Air-Source Heat Pumps
2. Ground-Source
(Geothermal) Heat Pumps

1. Modern Wood Heating
2. Solar Hot Water

How large-scale storage works
Massive amounts of energy can
be stored in utility scale battery
systems if full demand is not met

Energy is produced
by green sources
08/02/2022

Enel North America

How large-scale storage works
When energy is needed batteries
can quickly and easily dispatch
it to the grid

Energy demand may be high
during the day (peak hours), but it also
may be high due to low production like
on windless and cloudy days
08/02/2022

Enel North America

Energy Load Problem - Duck Curve

Solar generation happens
when the energy load
(demand) is lowest and
cannot help reduce peaks.
Solar
Generation

How can we fix this?
(Load is low overnight price is low.)

Energy Load Solution - Duck Curve

New
Peak
Solar
Generation

Solution: Peak Shaving
1.
2.
3.

Use (industrial) battery
storage.
Charge battery mid-day
Discharge (use) battery
during peaks.

How much Energy used is
lost in generating electricity?

The Traditional Electric Grid

A total of ⅔ of
energy is lost!

60+%

5%

Modernized Electric Grid

●

Integrate DERs with traditional grid

●

Extend capability of existing grid

●

Eliminate need to build new power
plants

Microgrid

●

Local group of DERs and loads
(consumers)

●

Operate autonomously in “island
mode” - self sufficient

●

Integrated with “traditional” grid as
needed

Virtual Power Plant (VPP) - Future Electric Grid

●

Fully Green

●

Large Scale Microgrid

●

Full Automation

●

Curtailment
(reduction) and
Generation of
electricity

●

Optimization of energy
production and
consumption

VPP - Complex Optimization Decisions
Charge or Discharge Battery?

Energy Cost Now?

Weather Now?
Energy Cost Forecast?

Weather Forecast?

Load Curtail?
(Demand Response)
Demand Peak Expected?

Our mission
Stop putting CO2 into the atmosphere
Get CO2 out of the atmosphere
This will take decades to achieve, which makes the first part of the mission even more important!
Natural Processes
Photosynthesis – Store carbon in forests
Photosynthesis – Store carbon underground on farm land
Carbon Mineralization
Shell formation

Industrial Processes
This requires technology that has been demonstrated, but not scaled yet.
Direct Air Capture – Chemical process
Direct Air Capture – Electromagnetic process
Flue pipe Capture

Will our mission succeed?
Humans have tackled complex global problems in the
past
Ozone Layer
Acid Rain
International Conflict
International Trade, Finance, and Intellectual Property

Will our mission succeed?

We have all the tools we need to tackle Climate Change
Recognize that we need to live in balance with the Earth and not work against it
Stop putting carbon into the atmosphere by replacing fossil fuel infrastructure with Clean, Green,
& Renewable electricity
Exercise a conservation mindset with smart energy use
Allow and support the Earth in healing itself
Remove Carbon from the atmosphere
Reduce our culture of waste and overconsumption
Reduce single use plastics with sustainable and reusable alternatives

Green Energy Careers
Category “Obvious” - examples

Jobs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wind turbine technician (HS) - $40k-$80k
Energy Transition Specialist (BS/MS engineering) - $32k - $75k
Renewable Asset Management (BS engineering) - $47k - $105k
Energy Analyst (BS - engineering, architecture, or environmental science) - $60k - $100k
Energy Efficiency Analyst (BS/MS engineering) - $68k - $88k
Grid Integration Engineer (BS Electrical Engineering) - $82k - $123k
Environmental Engineer (BS/MS) - $70k - $120k

Education
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BU - Concentration in Energy Technologies for undergraduates majoring in any field of engineering
(mechanical, computer, electrical or biomedical)
Northeastern University - Master of Science in Energy Systems
Harvard Extension School - Sustainability Graduate Certificate
Southern New Hampshire University - Bachelor of Science (BS) in Environmental Science
MIT, Tufts, WPI, UMass, Suffolk U - BS/MS Environmental Engineering

Green Energy Careers
Category “Less Obvious” - example Jobs

Jobs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Energy Lawyer (Law degree) - $100k - $180k
Software Engineer (BS/MS Computer Science) - $75k - $175k
Business Development/Sales (BA/MBA) - $70k-$130k
Data Scientist (BS/MS/PhD Statistics - Mathematics) - $65k - $190k
Communications Manager (BA science writing/journalism, marketing, or communications) - $95k - $160k
Product Manager (BA/MBA) - $65k - $190k

Education
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Law School
Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning (AI)
Business Administration,(BA) or MBA
Statistics, Mathematics, Numerical Analysis
Communications, Marketing
BA or MBA

Transportation
Climate Change Solutions

Civic Engagement
●
●
●
●

Remind your elected officials and candidates that they
have a roll to play
Remind schools, religious, and civic organizations of their
role
Solutions are only too expensive because we place
financial priorities elsewhere
Tell your favorite companies how much you like them and
that you want them to be greener. Be willing to switch to a
greener alternative

Food
●
●
●
●
●

Buy Local
Support Organic and Sustainable Agriculture that increases
natural carbon sequestration
Reduce Beef, Dairy, and Palm Oil consumption
Minimize waste & packaging
Compost to support native plants

●
●
●
●
●

Minimize Air Travel
Maximize public transit
Carpool
Consolidate trips
When it is time, purchase an electric vehicle
that are right sized for your needs

Economic consumption
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reduce & Reuse before Recycle
Buy furniture used or build for sustainable
sources
Avoid fast fashion
Replace gas powered machines with electric
versions
Reduce energy consumption during peak hours
Question everything, watch out for Greenwashing

Climate Change Solutions

Local Government
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Make it easier to add solar
Make it harder to build housing
that is space inefficient
Make multi-family and increased
housing density easier
Tree replacement program
Discount for all electric homes
Require high building code
standards
Support pedestrian and bike
friendly streets
All allow purchase of green energy
Support Land
Conservation,Rewilding efforts, &
natural restoration
Support urban consolidation and
broad multi-family zoning bylaws

State
●
●
●
●
●

Deny permits for fossil fuel infrastructure
Implement policies like regional climate goals and
standards
Encourage fee and dividend systems that support low
and moderate income families
Time of use charges for roads that subsidize public
transportation
Support Retrofits of homes and vehicles for efficiency
and all electric operation

Federal
●
●
●

Federal fee and dividend with trade parity
Remove subsidies for fossil fuel infrastructure and
productions
Put an economic thumb on the scale in favor of clean
energy and transportation

“I’d put my money on sun and solar energy.
What a source of power! I hope we don’t
have to wait until oil and coal run out before
we tackle that.”
—Thomas Edison (1931)

Wrap-up

How did we do ● Did you learn something you didn’t know when you walked in
● What green or sustainable change do you think you can make in your
daily life?
● Are you interested in learning more about climate change problems
and solutions?

Thank you
Download today’s presentation at:
Green Hudson Climate Action Summit

